


Plasma Simulations using Particles

In physics and chemistry, plasma is a state of matter similar to gas in which a certain portion of the particles are 
ionized. Heating a gas may ionize its molecules or atoms (reduce or increase the number of electrons in them), 
thus turning it into a plasma, which contains charged particles: positive ions and negative electrons or ions.[1] 
Ionization can be induced by other means, such as strong electromagnetic field applied with a laser or microwave 
generator, and is accompanied by the dissociation of molecular bonds, if present.[2]
The presence of a non-negligible number of charge carriers makes the plasma electrically conductive so that it 
responds strongly to electromagnetic fields. Plasma, therefore, has properties quite unlike those of solids, liquids, 
or gases and is considered a distinct state of matter. Like gas, plasma does not have a definite shape or a definite 
volume unless enclosed in a container; unlike gas, under the influence of a magnetic field, it may form structures 
such as filaments, beams and double layer. Some common plasmas are found in stars and neon signs. In the 
universe, plasma is the most common state of matter for ordinary matter, most of which is in the rarefied 
intergalactic plasma (particularly intracluster medium) and in stars.

Plasma (from Wikipedia)

Plasma lamp, illustrating some of the more complex 
phenomena of a plasma, including filamentation. The 
colors are a result of relaxation of electrons in excited 
states to lower energy states after they have 
recombined with ions. These processes emit light in a 
spectrum characteristic of the gas being excited.
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1D  Plasma
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• No aircraft  is flown 
without having been 
designed with 
complex, mechanistic 
simulations

Modeling and Technology



• Heuristics and Data 
• Models ?

Modeling and Medicine
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Swimming Medusa,  
Dabiri Lab, Caltech

Intussuceptive Angiogenesis in the growing  Chick CAM 
Djonov&Burri  Lab, Uni Bern

Tracking of Adeno Virus 
Greber&Koumoutsakos Lab, ETHZ

Advances  
in  

Hardware – Theory – Data Processing 



Anguiliform Swimmers 
Koumoutsakos  Lab, ETHZ

Growth of Black Holes
Springel, MPI - Hernquist, Harvard

Transport in aquaporins
Schulten Lab, UIUC
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Advances  
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PARTICLES : Lagrangian Form of Conservation Laws

SPH, Vortex Methods

m
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Molecular Dynamics, DPD



MODELING – APPROXIMATION

J. H. Walther, P. Koumoutsakos, Three-dimensional vortex methods for particle-laden flows with two-way coupling, J. Comput. Phys., 167, 39-71, 2001 
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DISCRETE:
Particles are carriers of  physical properties - Models
RHS of ODEs : Physical models (MD,...) - Other 

Particle Methods:  an N-BODY  problem 

Particle (position, value) 

     SMOOTH
     Particles are quadrature points for continuum properties 
     RHS of ODEs:  quadratures of integral equations 

• Multipole  Algorithms, Fast Poisson solvers ,   Adaptivity, multiresolution, multiphysics+

i, j = 1, · · · , N

dxi

dt
= Ui(qj , qi, xi, xj , · · · )

dqi

dt
= Gi(qj , qi, xi, xj , · · · )

http://www.icos.ethz.ch/cse
http://www.cse-lab.ethz.ch


20 Days on CRAY YMP 100sec  on GPU20101995

NOTE : ~18,000 speedup BUT ~100 comes out of time alone 

Rossinelli D., et.al., GPU accelerated simulations of bluff body flows using vortex particle methods, Journal of Comp.  Phys., 229, 9, 3316-3333, 2010

Re = 9500 ~ 106 particles

COMPUTERS
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Diffusion in/on Cell Organelles

Cancer Modeling

Vortex RingsSwimming  Organisms

multi Scale  Simulations using Particles

Water and CNTs Cell Proliferation

PK, Ann. Rev. Fluid Mechanics, 2005



A BRIEF  HISTORY of PARTICLE METHODS



A BRIEF  HISTORY of PARTICLE METHODS
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CFD genesis : Vortex Particle Methods 

@u

@t
+ u ·ru = �rP + ⌫r2u��( )

•No pressure  - Incompressibility  enforced
•Poisson equation for getting the velocity
•Langragian formulation

� = �� u r2u = �r⇥ !

D!

Dt
= ! ·ru + ⌫r2! dxp

dt
= u

http://www.icos.ethz.ch/cse
http://www.cse-lab.ethz.ch
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Vortex Particle Methods : From the 20’s to the 50’s

1920’s : Rosenhead 1950’s Feynman

70

80

http://www.icos.ethz.ch/cse
http://www.cse-lab.ethz.ch


The 60’s : Marker And Cell (MAC) -(velocity – pressure)

Numerical Calculation of Time-Dependent Viscous Incompressible Flow of Fluid with Free Surface,, Harlow, Francis H. and Welch, J. Eddie, Physics of Fluids, 1965

F.H. Harlow and E.J. Welch



Vortex Methods the 70–80’s

Chorin Leonard Belotserkovsky



vortex Particle Methods : From the 60’s to the 80’s 

3D - Boundaries - Cost - No theory of convergence

What Killed Vortex Methods  ?  
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Mesh Methods for  complex problems

Unstructured  Mesh  - Center for Turbulence Research, 2005

http://www.icos.ethz.ch/cse
http://www.cse-lab.ethz.ch
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COMPUTING :   The  3  Gaps 

MATH 
Algorithms
Numerics

CS 
Software
Hardware

SIMULATIONS 
Validations
Predictions

COMPUTATIONAL  
SCIENCE 

Integration - Validation

Compare to  
Experiments

Code  
PerformanceNO YES

POOR

GOOD

Computational 
Validated Tool 
for Scientific 

Discovery

Solving  
right 
 equation ?

Solving  
equation  
right ?

Enough  
science  
per “$” ?

Adapted from  : US-DOE

X- SCIENCE 
Model  Development 

(theory, data) 

data 
analysis 

http://www.icos.ethz.ch/cse
http://www.cse-lab.ethz.ch


Particles strike back  : SPH (Monaghan, Lucy, 1970’s)

GRID FREE + LAGRANGIAN/ADAPTIVE  + NO POISSON EQUATION

Growth of Black Holes
Springel, MPI - 
Hernquist, Harvard
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Star-Trek : Genesis Return of the Jedi

W. Reeves, 
LucasFilms,1983

Fluids, Particles  and Graphics

http://www.icos.ethz.ch/cse
http://www.cse-lab.ethz.ch
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FLUIDS and PARTICLES : CFD and GRAPHICS

1930

1970

1980

1990

2000

1960

http://www.icos.ethz.ch/cse
http://www.cse-lab.ethz.ch
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3 Factors for Particle Simulations

Visual Realism

Efficiency

Physics

Can we precise the (V,E,P) of each simulation ?

http://www.icos.ethz.ch/cse
http://www.cse-lab.ethz.ch


PARTICLE  METHODS

CONTINUUM APPROXIMATIONS 
Particles as quadrature points of integral approximations 

DISCRETE  MODELS 
Particles represent discrete elements 

COMMON ALGORITHMIC STRUCTURES 
Algorithms, Data structures - HPC implementation

dxi

dt
= Ui(qj , qi, xi, xj , · · · )

dqi

dt
= Gi(qj , qi, xi, xj , · · · )

PROS 
Adaptivity, Robustness 
Multiphysics

CONS 
Low Accuracy,Inconsistent 
Expensive
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Flow Simulations Using Particles

• Volumes  

• Surfaces and Interfaces 

• Equations

See : Multiscale flow simulations using particles,  Koumoutsakos P,  Ann.  Rev. Fluid Mech., 37, 457-487, 2005

http://www.icos.ethz.ch/cse
http://www.cse-lab.ethz.ch


FUNCTIONS and PARTICLES

h

ε

�(x) =
�

�(y) �(x� y) dy

Integral Function Representation Point Particle Quadrature

�h(x, t) =
Np�

p=1

hd
p �p(t) �(x� xp(t))

�h
� (x, t) =

Np�

p=1

hd
p �p(t) ��(x� xp(t))��(x) =

�
�(y) ��(x� y) dy

Function Mollification Smooth Particle Quadrature

Particles are “mesh” free 
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Interface Tracking versus Capturing

Capturing 

• Implicit description 

• Eulerian framework 

• Evolution leads to numerical diffusion

Marker particles

Tracking 

• Explicit description 
• Lagrangian framework 
• Interface distortion requires reseeding

 Level set function

http://www.icos.ethz.ch/cse
http://www.cse-lab.ethz.ch
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Level Set: implicit surface

Why? 

Sethian, PNAS 93:1591. 1996.

Level Sets  for  Surface  Representation

M = {x : �(x) = 0}

Surface normals:n = �� For efficiency only defined 
in a narrow band  |�| � �

surface can be treated in space: one method

http://www.icos.ethz.ch/cse
http://www.cse-lab.ethz.ch
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PARTICLE  METHODS :  Geometry

Volume  particles

 •Particles are quadrature points

 • Easy to discretize  COMPLEX GEOMETRIES

Surface  particles

 • Particle - Level Sets - COMPLEX SURFACES

 • Surface Operators - Anisotropic Volume Operators � = �1
� = +1

� = 0

http://www.icos.ethz.ch/cse
http://www.cse-lab.ethz.ch


�(t) = {x 2 ⌦ | �(x, t) = 0}
|r�| = 1

SURFACES  AS  LEVEL SETS

∂Φ
∂t

+ u ⋅∇Φ = 0

EVOLVING THE LEVEL SETS

PARTICLE APPROXIMATION

�h
� (x, t) =

Np�

p=1

hd
p �p(t) ��(x� xp(t))

D�p

Dt
= 0

dxp

dt
= up

Lagrangian Surface Transport

S. E. Hieber and P. Koumoutsakos. A Lagrangian particle level set method. J. Computational Physics, 210:342-367, 2005
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 Particle  Level sets : 3D curvature-driven flow: Collapsing Dumbbell

 = r · n

@�

@t
+  n ·r� = 0.

∂Φ
∂t

+ u ⋅∇Φ = 0

dxp

dt
= u

Particle   Approximation

D�p

Dt
= 0

�h
� (x, t) =

Np�

p=1

hd
p �p(t) ��(x� xp(t))

A Lagrangian Particle Level Set, Hieber and Koumoutsakos, J. Comp. Phys. 2005

�(t) = {x 2 ⌦ | �(x, t) = 0}

|r�| = 1

http://www.icos.ethz.ch/cse
http://www.cse-lab.ethz.ch


Lagrangian vs Eulerian Descriptions

PARTICLE LEVEL SETS  exact for rigid body motion

Lagrangian Particle  Level Sets 
(Hieber and Koumoutsakos, 2005)Hubrid Particle-Grid  Level Sets 

(Enright and Fedkiw, 2002)

�(x, t) = �0(x� ut)

 Lagrangian Particle methods 
good for linear advection 



LAGRANGIAN  DISTORTION

Particles follow flow trajectories - Location distortion 

EXAMPLE :  
Incompressible 2D Euler Equations  

� = ⇥� u ⇥ · u = 0

D�

Dt
= 0

There is an exact axisymmetric solution

•loss of overlap -> loss of convergence



J. Raviart (1970’s), O. Hald (1980’s), Anderson, G.H. Cottet (1990’s)

SMOOTH PARTICLES MUST OVERLAP

 Need h/ε < 1 for accuracy  

  PARTICLES MUST ALWAYS 
OVERLAP 
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Np�

p=1

hd
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�
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Integral Function Representation Point Particle Quadrature

Function Mollification Smooth Particle Quadrature
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� || ⇥ ||� � ��|| + ||�� � �h

� ||

� (C1 �r + C2 (
h

�
)m) ||�||�

TOTAL ERROR 

Z
⇣ x↵ dx = 0↵ 0  ↵ < r



Are Particle Methods  Grid Free ?

How to fix it ? 
•Modify the smoothing kernels (SPH - Monaghan)  
•Re-distribute particles with Voronoi Meshes (ALE - Russo) 
•Re-initialise particle strengths (WRKPM - Liu, Belytchko) 

DOES NOT WORK 
EXPENSIVE - UNSTABLE 

EXPENSIVE 

REMESHING : Re-project particles on a mesh 
•NO MESH-FREE particle methods 
•Can use all the “tricks” of mesh based methods 
•High CFL 
•Multiresolution & Multiscaling 
•.......



Particle Remeshing = Resampling

Qnew
p =

X

p0

Qp0M(j h� xp0)



Particle Remeshing

Moment conserving Interpolation

−3 −2 −1 0 1 2 3
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Mp4
M*6

= Resampling

�

i

M(x� i) i� = x�

Remesh on i = 1...L  grid points 
Conserving L moments a = 1....L  implies
 L (well posed) equations for L unknowns 

Solve to derive M

20 Chapter 2. Particle Methods

compressible flows, that feature discontinuities in the density or velocity,
such a kernel can lead to spurious shock waves, and smoothing remeshing
kernels should be used. For the application of the smooth particle method
to incompressible flow the kernel of choice is usually a tensor product of
the M ⇥

4 function. This kernel was derived in [102] as an extrapolation of a
fourth-order B-spline kernel:

M ⇥
4(x) =

3
2

�
B4(x) +

x

3
�B4

�x

⇥
, (2.30)

its explicit form is:

M ⇥
4(x) =

⇤
⌃⇧

⌃⌅

1
2 (|x|� 1)(3 |x|2 � 2 |x|� 2) |x| < 1
� 1

2 (|x|� 1)(|x|� 2)2 1 ⇥ |x| < 2
0 2 ⇥ |x| .

(2.31)

This kernel is nominally third order accurate, is interpolating and has a
support of 4, and was used for the first time for vortex methods in [86].

For high-order calculations we derived the M ⇥⇥⇥
6 and the M�

6 kernel func-
tions:

M ⇥⇥⇥
6 (x) =

⇤
⌃⌃⌃⇧

⌃⌃⌃⌅

� 1
88 (|x|� 1)(60 |x|4 � 87 |x|3 � 87 |x|2 + 88 |x| + 88) |x| < 1

1
176 (|x|� 1)(|x|� 2)(60 |x|3 � 261 |x|2 + 257 |x| + 68) 1 ⇥ |x| < 2
� 3

176 (|x|� 2)(4 |x|2 � 17 |x| + 12)(|x|� 3)2 2 ⇥ |x| < 3
0 |x| ⇤ 3 .

(2.32)

The first 6 moments of this kernel vanish, it is interpolating, it has even
parity, and the first derivative is zero x = ±3.

The M�
6 function nominally fourth-order accurate and has a support of 6:

M�
6 (x) =

⇤
⌃⌃⌃⇧

⌃⌃⌃⌅

� 1
12 (|x|� 1)(24 |x|4 + 38 |x|3 � 3 |x|2 + 12 |x| + 12) |x| < 1

1
24 (|x|� 1)(|x|� 2)(25 |x|3 � 114 |x|2 + 153 |x|� 48) 1 ⇥ |x| < 2
� 1

24 (|x|� 2)(|x|� 3)3(5 |x|� 8) 2 ⇥ |x| < 3
0 3 ⇥ |x|

(2.33)



REMESHED PARTICLE METHODS

1.ADVECT :  Particles ->Large CFL

2.REMESH :  Particles  to  Mesh -> Vectorized

3.SOLVE:Poisson/Derivatives on Mesh ->FFTw/Ghosts

4:RESAMPLE: Mesh Nodes  BECOME  Particles 



OPEN SOURCE  www.cse-lab.ethz.ch/software.html 

Library for MPI parallel Particle-Mesh simulations

vector shared memory distributed memory single processor

Message Passing Interface (MPI)

Parallel Particle Mesh Library (PPM)

METIS FFTW

Fig. 16. Iso-surfaces of the vorticty (|ω| = 10) for t=5.0, 6.0, 9.0, 10.5, 12.0, and 14.2.
The surfaces are colored according to the magnitude of the vorticity components
perpendicular to the tube axes.

5 Summary

We have presented new Parallel Particle Mesh library ppm which provides
a general-purpose, physics-independent infrastructure for simulating contin-
uum physical systems using particle methods employing particle, mesh, and
hybrid particle-mesh algorithms. The design goals included ease of use, flexi-
bility, state-of-the-art parallel scaling, good vectorization, and platform inde-
pendence.

Ease of use was achieved by limiting the number of user-callable functions and
using generic interfaces and overloading for different variants of the same task.
The library has demonstrated its ease of use in the process of developing the
client applications presented in this paper. Within a few weeks, and without
library documentation, a single person could write and test a complete parallel
simulation application.

Flexibility and independence from specific physics was demonstrated by hav-
ing various simulation client applications. The library was successfully com-
piled and used on Intel/Linux, Apple G5/OS X, IBM p690/AIX, NEC SX-
5/SUPER-UX, and AMD Opteron/Linux.

Parallel scaling and efficiency were assessed in the test cases presented in Sec-
tion 4 of this paper. All applications showed parallel efficiencies comparable to
the present state of the art and favorable run-times on large systems. More-
over, vectorization as tested on the NEC SX-5 computer demonstrated the
suitability of the ppm library for vector architectures. Ongoing work involves
extension of the library to discrete atomistic, mesoscale and hybrid systems
as they are simulated by partile methods.

The absence of suitable parallel libraries has prevented so far the widespread

29

PPM : Parallel Particle Mesh library 

I.F. Sbalzarini, et. al.. J. Computational Physics,, 2006

www.ppm-library.org

http://www.cse-lab.ethz.ch/software.html
http://www.ppm-library.org


Scalability – CRAY XT5

Strong 
Size : 1280x1280x640

time : 512/90s - 8192/10s

Weak
time : 64/40s - 32768/85s

N = 2M N = 0.13M M = 64M
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Bluff Body and Turbulent FlowsVortex  Rings and Vortex Wakes Swimming and Flying 

Particles for Fluid  Mechanics  @  2000+

http://www.icos.ethz.ch/cse
http://www.cse-lab.ethz.ch


Experiments : P. Schatzle & D. Coles (1986)

VORTEX RING COLLISION,  Re = 1800



VALIDATION/VERIFICATION

vortex method 
pseudospectral

Re = 1600

dE
dt
¼ "mE; ð14Þ

where E ¼
R
x %xdx is the enstrophy and E is the kinetic energy. The effective viscosity can then be defined by

meffective ¼ "
dE
dt
=E: ð15Þ

The energy and enstrophy are computed from the velocity and vorticity on the mesh, respectively. We compare the effec-
tive viscosity to the actual viscosity in the flow to measure the error.

The results for the computations are given in Fig. 10(a), where we divided the effective viscosity by the physical viscosity
m = 0.001 to study the relative differences. The maximum error in effective viscosity is about 4% and 2.5% for the rVM-M0

4 and
the rVM-M&

6, respectively, and about 1% for the pseudo-spectral method. An interesting element of this plot is that the vortex
method, with both the M0

4 and the M&
6 kernels, gives a relative effective viscosity smaller than 1 during some parts of the flow

evolution. This means that our method is less dissipative than it should be according to the physical viscosity of the flow in
these parts of the computation, and that we are actually computing at a slightly larger effective Reynolds number than the
physical Reynolds number. The pseudo-spectral method, on the other hand, has a relative effective viscosity which is always
larger than 1.

Fig. 10(b) gives the total enstrophy in the flow compared between the three methods. Up to and including the first recon-
nection (T 6 4.0) the three methods show qualitatively similar behavior. This is confirmed when comparing snapshots of the
flow during the first reconnection (Fig. 11). The flow visualization shows that the M&

6-kernel resolves more scales than the

Fig. 11. Visualization of the flow at time T = 2.65 (a), (c), (e) and at time T = 2.85 (b), (d), (f). Results predicted with rVM-M0
4 (a), (b), with rVM-M&

6 (c), (d) and
with PS (e), (f). The figure is a volume rendering of the k2-field [29].
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Figure 22: 3D anguilliform swimmer: (a) Forward velocity Uk, (b) Lateral
velocity U?. Red lines indicate 3D swimmer simulations with the proposed
method. Black lines indicate the reference finite volume solution [22].

[22]. We reproject the vorticity field onto a divergence-free field every 20
timesteps.

Figure 22 shows the forward and lateral swimming velocity of the an-
guilliform swimmer compared with the reference results [22]. The current
method gives a satisfactory agreement with the reference results. A volume
rendering of the vorticity field is given in figure 23, showing the vortex rings
in the swimmer wake.

5. Conclusion

We have presented a vortex particle method for fluid-structure interaction
with unsteady deforming geometries in unbounded domains. The method is
based on the Brinkman penalization model to capture the feedback from the
solid to the fluid and on the projection approach for the interaction from the
fluid to the solid. The proposed algorithm can handle deformations charac-
terized by non divergence-free velocity deformation fields, allowing the treat-
ment of arbitrary deforming geometries. It produces an attractively clean
algorithm and is shown to accurately reproduce reference simulations for
both rigid and deforming solids. In particular, the method is applied to the
simulation of self-propelled anguilliform swimmers immersed in a viscous,
incompressible flow to demonstrate its suitability for the study of biological
locomotion. The simplicity in the treatment of complex unsteady geometries
makes it portable to parallel architecture such as GPUs and multicores. On-
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Re = 2860



Vortex Ring Collision - Re = 10,000



VORTEX DYNAMICS OF TUBES @ Re = 10,000

PSP

VM
RESOLUTION : 1280 X 960 x 640 = 0.8 Billion elements

Timings : 23sec (PSP) &  12.5 sec (VM) per step (on 4096 cores) : to T = 11.5 : Nsteps (PSP - RK4) = 8400, Nsteps (VM)- RK3 = 17,000 



VORTEX DYNAMICS OF TUBES @ Re = 10,000

PSP

VM + M*6
RESOLUTION : 1280 X 960 x 640 = 0.8 Billion elements

Timings : 23sec (PSP) &  12.5 sec (VM) per step (on 4096 cores) : to T = 11.5 : Nsteps (PSP - RK4) = 8400, Nsteps (VM)- RK3 = 17,000 

VM + M’4

What is the 
effect of 

Remeshing ?



Penalization Method:
Immersed Boundary Method: f(x) = ⇥�S(xS � x)

f(x) = �⇥S(uS � u)

�
Du
Dt

= � · � +f(enforces b.c.)

Boundary Conditions +  SIMPLE GRIDS
Dupuis A., Chatelain P., Koumoutsakos P., An Immersed Boundary-Lattice Boltzmann Method, J. Comput. Physics, 227, 9, 4486-4498, 2008



Penalization Method:
Immersed Boundary Method: f(x) = ⇥�S(xS � x)

f(x) = �⇥S(uS � u)

�
Du
Dt

= � · � +f(enforces b.c.)

Boundary Conditions = Coupling



Multi-resolution Vortex Methods  + Penalization



‣ Fifth order WENO reconstruction

‣ HLLE fluxes using primitive quantities

‣ 5th-order average interpolating wavelets

‣ LTS based on TVD RK2 time stepper

‣ Levelset approach for the interface

‣ 8 levels of resolution, maximum jump 2

(M=3, At=0.8)

Shock Bubble Interaction

FINEST RESOLUTION EQUIVALENT
8000 x 8000 uniform grid

~40 times smaller adaptive grid
rr

*Hu, Khoo, 

Hejazialhosseini et. al., J. of Comp. Physics, 2010



Babak Hejazialhosseini - Diego Rossinelli - Christian Conti - Petros Koumoutsakos        - SC’12

NUMERICS
Finite Volume Method:
WENO5/HLLE
Low storage RK3

SIMULATIONS
Shock-bubble interaction at Mach 3
47K cores - 30% of peak
250B elements

CODE : CUBISM@CSE LAB
C++, SSE/AVX intrinsics
Parallel patterns
Roofline based performance analysis

HIGH THROUGHPUT DNS OF COMPRESSIBLE TWO-PHASE FLOWS



25 years DINFKwww.cse-lab.ethz.chSIMULATIONS USING PARTICLES

Wavelet-based Block-Adaptivity

IMPULSIVELY STARTED CYLINDER AT RE = 2000, MA = 0.4

VORTICITYVORTICITY + BLOCKS

http://www.icos.ethz.ch/cse
http://www.cse-lab.ethz.ch


C-start is IS OPTIMAL ESCAPE response

EVOLUTIONARY OPTIMIZATION (~3000 simulations)

Gazzola M., van Rees W.M. and Koumoutsakos P., C-start: optimal start of larval fish. Journal of Fluid Mechanics, 698:5–18, 2012.



Experimental data by Muller, van den Boogaart, van Leeuwen. JEB, 2008.

IN VIVO -IN SILICO



MEDUSAS : SELF – PROPELLED
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Wavelet-based Block-Adaptivity

http://www.icos.ethz.ch/cse
http://www.cse-lab.ethz.ch
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Particle Simulation of Elastic Solid

• Pistons move with 
constant velocity 

• Elastic solid fixed to the 
pistons 

• Highly dynamic 
deformation of large 
extent

Plane Strain Compression Test
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http://www.icos.ethz.ch/cse

Particle Simulation of Elastic Solid

• Pistons move with 
constant velocity 

• Elastic solid fixed to the 
pistons 

• Highly dynamic 
deformation of large 
extent

Plane Strain Compression Test



25 years DINFK

Particles in Solid Mchanics

http://www.icos.ethz.ch/cse


http://www.icos.ethz.ch/cse

Plane Strain Compression Test
FEM solution    (ABAQUS 

6.4/Explicit)
Redistributed             

Particle solution

Linear Elasticity

Nonlinear Elasticity

Young’s Modulus =100   
Poisson ratio=0.49 ~2000 

particles/nodes 

Hyperelastic Material 

C10=2.2, D=0.001 

~2000 particles/nodes

S.E. Hieber and P. Koumoutsakos A Lagrangian particle method for the simulation of linear and nonlinear elastic models of soft tissue. al., 
J. Comp. Physics, 2008



SURFACES and INTERFACES





Particles in Animation



Walther Chatelain

Chatelain

Cottet

Bergdorf Rossinelli
Gazzola

Hedjazialhosseini van Rees Milde



EQUATIONS



25 years DINFKwww.cse-lab.ethz.chSIMULATIONS USING PARTICLES

Lagrangian Adaptivity

Lagrangian form:

⇤
⇥q

⇥t
+⇤ ·

�
u q

⇥
= L(q, x, t)

⌅

Dq

Dt
= L(q, x, t)

no linear stability constraints 
= no CFL (dt<dx/u) condition

→

dxp

dt
= u(xp, t) ,

dvp

dt
= vp (r · u) (xp, t) ,

dQp

dt
= vp L",h(q,xp, t) .

positions

volumes

weights

vp = hd

Qp = q(xp, 0) vp

on lattice
initial values

PARTICLES

http://www.icos.ethz.ch/cse
http://www.cse-lab.ethz.ch
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CONTINUUM : Lagrangian  Form of   Governing  Equations

Position

Volume

Velocity

Level set

Stress tensor evaluation depends on 
the constitutive model

Dvp

Dt
= vp(⇥ · u)p

�p
Dup

Dt
= (⇥ · ⇥)p

http://www.icos.ethz.ch/cse
http://www.cse-lab.ethz.ch
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THESE LECTURES

A number of particle based methods in several communities over 
the years : Explore Differences/Similarities - Present Updates 

Present a unifying (and as simple as possible) framework.

Learn and Exchange Ideas

http://www.icos.ethz.ch/cse
http://www.cse-lab.ethz.ch
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Functions on Particles

locations 
    properties:

xp volumes

p = 1, · · · , NParticles
Qp(t) = q(xp, t)

Function approximation qh
� (x, t) =

Np�

p=1

hd
p Qp(t) ��(x� xp(t))

ε

⇥� =
1
�d

⇥(
x

�
)

h

ε

vp = hd
p

http://www.icos.ethz.ch/cse
http://www.cse-lab.ethz.ch
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ε

Cutoff Function :  ζ  must satisfy the following properties:

Smoothing kernels approximate the Dirac-function

⇥� =
1
�d

⇥(
x

�
)

��(x) =
�

�(y) ��(x� y) dy

||� � ��|| ⇥ C �r ||�||�For           (with r continuous derivatives):�

�(x) =
�

�(y) �(x� y)dy

http://www.icos.ethz.ch/cse
http://www.cse-lab.ethz.ch
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h

ε

Particles  are quadrature  points - Flexible locations

��(x) =
�

�(y) ��(x� y) dy

�h
� (x, t) =

Np�

p=1

hd
p �p(t) ��(x� xp(t))

quadrature

||�h
� � ��|| ⇥ C (

h

�
)m ||�||�Note : 

http://www.icos.ethz.ch/cse
http://www.cse-lab.ethz.ch


CSE 392: 
Parallel algorithms in scientific computing

N-Body algorithms 

GEORGE BIROS  
UT Austin 



Gravitational/electrostatic interactions problem



xi

Barnes-Hut  O(N logN)

x



Idea I: Far-field interactions

source

s

targets
separation

x
xj

xw

LOW RANK

APPROXIMATION

O(N3) à O(N)

x xx



Idea II: Near-/Far-field split



Questions

• How do we group points together? 
• How do we create more sophisticated far-field 

representations? 
• How to obtain an optimal complexity algorithm? 

• N^2/block   à N log N  à  N    

• How do we control accuracy? 
• How do we lower the constants? 
• How to we parallelize? 
• How to we use accelerators?



Idea III: recursion

R
d

Matrix partitioning

1 2
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K11K1

2
K3
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Regular decompositions

Low dimensions                           High 
dimensions



Single level



The algebraic view

Rd   (Geometry) Matrix partitioning



Geometric view

xi



Algebraic view



High order approximations



Low rank approximations

r: numerical rank 
SVD/QR: O(n m2)   
Randomized QR: O(n m r) 
Too expensive. 

Analytic or semi-analytic 
O(r^3) ! 



Near field can be expanded (to reduce rank) 



Barnes-Hut  O(N logN)



Accurate source averaging
Instead of using just average
density and center of mass, use
several “equivalent” sources.

The original sources are the
‘+’ and ‘-’ in the figure 

The equivalent sources placed
at the red locations, equispaced
on an enclosing circle. 
The densities are computed by

Least squares problem



Node 
averaging

The same idea can be
used for averaging the 
equivalent densities of the
children of a node. 



Upward pass



Upward pass



Upward pass



Upward pass



Evaluate

 For each leaf box 
Top down traverse tree 
If tree node is far 

enough, use 
approximation 

“Far enough”: 
■ Target box is  not a descendant of a 

neighbor of tree node being visited



Evaluate



Evaluate



Direct interactions



Trees



Grouping points

Grouping depends on distribution of points

x=randn(1024,2).^3; plot(x(:,1),x(:,2),'.') x=randn(32000,2).^3; plot(x(:,1),x(:,2),'.')



Direct interactions



Trees



Grouping points

Grouping depends on distribution of points

x=randn(1024,2).^3; plot(x(:,1),x(:,2),'.') x=randn(32000,2).^3; plot(x(:,1),x(:,2),'.')



Evaluate

 For each leaf box 
Top down traverse tree 
If node well-separated, 

use approximation 

“well-separated”: 
■ Target box is  not a descendant of 

neighbor of tree node being visited



Well separated boxes

Source (S) and Targets (T)  
The effect of S on any T not in the gray area can be approximated

S
T

t

T

T



Evaluate



Evaluate



Direct interactions



Trees



Grouping points

Grouping depends on distribution of points

x=randn(1024,2).^3; plot(x(:,1),x(:,2),'.') x=randn(32000,2).^3; plot(x(:,1),x(:,2),'.')



Adaptive tree



Treecodes - evaluation

Target 

Point



Tree construction  (quadtree in 2D)



Average quadtree



Evaluate



Complexity

Building the tree: O(N log N) 
Averaging: O(N) 
Evaluation: O(N logN) 
  
 tree depth : logN 
 for every point log(N) calculation



Parallelism

 Evaluation 
■ For each target point, traverse tree independently 

Tree construction? 
■Dependencies 

Averaging? 
■Dependencies 
■ Simple solution: use locking 
■ For uniform tree: level-by-level partition 



Simple parallelism



Build quadtree



Average quadtree



Evaluate


